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About  Further Information 
 
The Durham ESRC Societal & Economic Impact 
Acceleration Fund (herein referred to as the Fund or 
the Scheme) is designed to support Durham 
researchers in the social sciences to maximise the 
impact and influence of their research on non-
academic beneficiaries and is the principal scheme 
funded by the University’s ESRC Impact Acceleration 
Account (IAA). These guidelines detail how the Fund 
operates and how Durham researchers can apply for 
funding. 

  
IAA Manager  
Elaine Grieveson 
0191 33 42918 //  esrciaa@durham.ac.uk   

 
ESRC IAA Director 
Professor Clare McGlynn 
 
www.dur.ac.uk/esrciaa  
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Objectives and Definitions 
 
1. The Fund’s objectives are to: 
a) Support Durham researchers to maximise the impact and influence of their social science 

research; 
b) Facilitate sustained, long-term engagement between Durham social science researchers and 

research users, external organisations, communities, practitioners and the public; 
c) Further embed impact and engagement within the University’s research culture and environment 

across the social sciences in order to underpin the Durham University Research Strategy; 
d) Contribute towards the University’s delivery of its key output and outcome targets for its ESRC 

Impact Acceleration Account, which are focused on the generation of societal and economic 
benefits from our social science research. 

 
2. The key performance indicators (KPIs) for the Fund are listed in Appendix 4 with the overall KPIs 

for the Impact Acceleration Account listed in Appendix 3. 
 
3. The Fund defines impact in accordance with the Research Councils UK’s definition of economic 

and societal impact, which is described at http://www.rcuk.ac.uk/ke/impacts/meanbyimpact/ 
 
4. The Fund uses the ESRC definition of social science research as listed in Appendix 2 but is not 

limited to ESRC-funded researchers.  
 

Operating Principles 
 
5. The Fund has been designed around the following key principles: 
a) Flexibility // The Fund does not prescribe the types of activities and initiatives it will support: it is 

for applicants to put forward proposals that will best support the realisation of impact from their 
research, within the context of the Fund’s eligibility criteria, objectives, and key performance 
indicators (KPIs). 

b) Responsiveness // The Fund will consider proposals throughout the lifetime of the IAA, handling 
applications as and when they are submitted and responding to demand accordingly. 

c) Transparency // Awards from the Fund will be made in the most open and transparent fashion 
possible. Information relating to funded proposals will be made publically available on the 
Durham ESRC IAA website www.dur.ac.uk/esrciaa. 

 

Supported Activities & Initiatives 
 
6. Whilst the Fund is not prescriptive in the types of activities and initiatives that it will support, all 

proposals must fall into one of the following categories: 
a) Secondments and Placements // for Durham-researchers going into external organisations 

and for research-users coming into the University; 
b) Engagement and Exchange // organisation of seminars, briefings, conferences, and other 

engagement events and activities that bring Durham researchers together with research users, 
external organisations, communities, practitioners and the public;  

c) Co-Production and Participatory Action Research // co-production of research and 
developing participatory action research (PAR) activities with external organisations, 
communities, practitioners and the public; 

d) Networks and Partnerships // various forms of activities that will help broker, build and 
sustain partnerships with research users, external organisations, communities, practitioners 
and the public. 

 
7. The expected outputs, outcomes, and impacts for the categories listed in paragraph 6 are 

detailed in Appendix 4. 
 
8. Applications are, in particular, encouraged from research sponsored by the ESRC to support the 

accelerated delivery and realisation of the project’s stated pathways to impact. 
 

http://www.rcuk.ac.uk/ke/impacts/meanbyimpact/
http://www.dur.ac.uk/esrciaa
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9. Within the themes detailed in Paragraph 6, the Fund is able meet the costs of events, 
conferences, travel and other expenses arising from collaborating with external organisations and 
communities, both domestic and international; temporary staffing appointments; and the 
production of policy and other non-academic publications. The Fund is not able to meet the costs 
of academic staff time except in the case of secondments and/or placements, and will not cover 
standard expenses such as secretarial, administration or estate costs, nor postage, printing and 
stationery.   

 
10. The Fund will not support proposals that seek funding for primary research or staff time to 

undertake consultancy activities. It is solely available to support impact and engagement activities 
arising from current and recent social science research or co-production/participatory action 
research. 

 
11. Applications to the Fund are likely to differ in scope to those submitted to the University’s internal 

Impact Seedcorn fund. For example, ESRC IAA proposals may be more ambitious and innovative 
in the ways that impact will be generated; the ESRC IAA may make awards of a considerably 
higher value than common to the University Seedcorn Fund; and ESRC IAA awards may span 
multiple financial years (unlike University Seedcorn).  

 

Levels of Funding Available 
 
12. The Fund is open for applications of typically between £1,000 and £25,000 in total value. 

Applications for values greater than £25,000 will also be considered, particularly where the 
employment of temporary staff is proposed.  

 
13. As the Fund is financed by the ESRC, successful applicants will be able to complete their 

approved project over multiple financial years, with the approved funds classified as external 
income within the University’s financial accounting system. This flexibility differs from the 
University’s internal Seedcorn scheme. 

 
14. Applicants are encouraged to consider co-funding (cash or in-kind) of activities where possible.  

This type of commitment not only increases the reach of the funding but commits external 
partners to engage with the activities developed by researchers.  Applicants are expected to 
demonstrate in their proposals that there is a genuine commitment from external partner 
organisations. 

 

Eligibility Criteria 
 
15. To be considered for support from the Fund, applicants and their proposed project must meet the 

following eligibility criteria: 
a) Applicants must be Durham University members of academic or research staff; or an 

independent researcher (on a research or teaching and research contract and undertaking 
independent research, leading or acting as principal investigator or equivalent on a research 
grant or significant piece of research work); 

b) Proposed activities and projects must align with the ESRC’s disciplinary remit (see Appendix 2)  
but is not limited to ESRC-funded researchers; 

c) Relevant underpinning social science research must be available on Durham Research Online 
(DRO) (where applicable) and be at or above the 2* quality threshold (as defined by the last 
(2014) Research Excellence Framework). For research not yet published, and co-produced or 
PAR research projects, confirmation that the research will be of 2* or greater quality will be 
required via departmental or disciplinary peer review processes. 

  

 
 
 
 
 

https://www.dur.ac.uk/research.office/local/funding/seedcorn/
https://www.dur.ac.uk/research.office/local/funding/seedcorn/
http://dro.dur.ac.uk/
http://dro.dur.ac.uk/
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Application Process 
 
16. The next deadline for full applications is 5.00pm on WEDNESDAY 27th SEPTEMBER 2017. 

Applications will be considered by the ESRC IAA Awards Panel (see paragraph 20).   
 
17. To apply for support via the Fund applicants must complete a Durham ESRC IAA Fund 

Application Form (see www.dur.ac.uk/esrciaa), within which the proposed activity/project is 
detailed. Completed forms must be electronically submitted to the IAA Manager 
(esrciaa@durham.ac.uk) for processing. 

 
18. Applicants are advised to contact the IAA Manager (esrciaa@durham.ac.uk) for any specific 

advice and guidance in advance of submitting proposals to the Fund. 
 
19. The IAA Manager will assess an application to ensure it meets the Fund’s eligibility criteria, 

liaising with the applicant if any initial issues arise, and will then include the application in the call 
submission to the Fund’s Awards Panel for consideration. 
 

20. Additional Information:  In order to be able to fully consider any application, the Awards Panel 
require the following information to be included in the application, as appropriate:   
 

a) Letters of Support – are required from collaborative partners who are detailed in the 
application a) to confirm/verify any collaborative work as detailed and/or b) to confirm any cash 
and/or in-kind contributions detailed as in the application form Budget Table; 
 

b) Ethics Approval – if ethics approval is required to carry out the proposed project, relevant 
Departmental Ethics Committee paperwork must be included with the application, such as the 
Date/Minutes of the relevant Ethics Approval Committee. 

 

c) Details of Collaborative Partner/s: These will be collaborative organisations and/or 
individuals without whom it would not be possible to deliver the project.  They are probably 
contributing in-kind cost or cash, and have been closely involved in co-producing the IAA 
project.  As such, they would be required to sign a collaboration agreement in the event of a 
successful IAA award being made. It should be noted that signed agreements are required to 
release a project budget code from Finance; 
 

d) Beneficiaries: These are organisations, people or communities that will benefit from being 
involved, and on whom there will be the impact that you are aiming to claim.  They may or may 
not be the same as collaborators. 

 
There may also be service providers/suppliers, which are those organisations or people that will 
deliver elements of the project or will provide a service to you/your partners to enable it to be 
delivered. In some cases, where a project is paying for a service, a service contract may be 
required, and this will be agreed with the IAA Manager. 
 

Please note:  Without this information, the Panel may decide the submitted proposal is not 
robust enough to be valid for ESRC IAA Funding. If any of the above does not apply, please state 
clearly in the application. 
  

21. The Fund’s Awards Panel is chaired by the University’s ESRC Impact Acceleration Account 
Director and consists of at least two other members of Durham University academic staff and at 
least one non-academic representative from external organisations and communities. The Panel 
will meet after each call, and between calls when required. The Awards Panel reports into, and is 
overseen by, the University’s ESRC IAA Steering Committee and administered by the IAA 
Manager. 

22. The Awards Panel reviews and assesses all applications against the Fund’s assessment criteria, 
which are detailed in Appendix 1. Applicants are strongly encouraged to take account of these 
criteria when preparing their applications. 

http://www.dur.ac.uk/esrciaa
mailto:esrciaa@durham.ac.uk
mailto:esrciaa@durham.ac.uk
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23. It is anticipated that applications will be reviewed by panel within 1-2 weeks of the deadline.  All 

efforts will be made by the Panel to operate in the most timely and responsive way. 
 
24. The IAA Manager will notify the applicant of the Award Panel’s decision, with any relevant 

supporting feedback. Decision notifications will also be copied to the designated Impact Co-
ordinator of the applicant’s host Department/School and to the University Senior Engagement 
Managers, Jenny Jeffes and Hazel Edwards, as appropriate. 

 

Award Process 
 
25. Where a proposal has been approved by the Awards Panel, the award-holder will be 

subsequently required to provide to the IAA Manager confirmation that their host 
Department’s/School’s Ethics Committee has considered and approved the project.  

 
26. The IAA Manager will liaise with the award-holder to handle any legal, compliance, intellectual 

property and Health & Safety issues arising from the project. Where stumbling blocks emerge in 
these domains, the Awards Panel will also be informed. 

 
27. Details of successful projects, as provided in the application form, will be published on the 

Durham ESRC IAA website: https://www.dur.ac.uk/esrciaa/ 
 
28. Details of engagement events and activities undertaken by awards projects will be listed on the 

Durham ESRC IAA website as a calendar of engagements.  
 
29. Once the approved project has been confirmed, a new, dedicated RiR finance account code will 

be set-up, through which all expenses incurred will be charged. It will be for the award-holder and 
their host Department/School to manage the approved funds appropriately and to record 
expenditure. At the end of the project the account will be reconciled and closed, with any unspent 
funds returned to the ESRC IAA. 

 
30. After the completion of an approved project, award-holders must complete and submit a project 

completion report, including expenditure, using the University’s ESRC IAA Project Report Form 
(see www.dur.ac.uk/esrciaa). Via this Report, award-holders will be required to detail the success 
(or otherwise) of their activities, including performance against the outputs and outcomes detailed 
in their original proposal and the ESRC IAA KPIs.  
It is recognised that outputs and outcomes from a project may be realised later into the future, 
and such considerations should be included by the award-holder in their report. For projects 
extending over a longer period of time, the Awards Panel and/or Steering Group may require 
interim project reports. 

 
31. Project completion reports will be considered by the Steering Group and may be published 

internally to demonstrate the impact of the ESRC IAA. Where details of a project are to be 
disseminated externally, the IAA Manager will notify and liaise with the award-holder. 

 

Terms and Conditions of Award 
 
32. By submitting an application, successful award holders are agreeing to the following terms and 

conditions:   
a) Award holders are expected to provide materials suitable for publication on the Durham 

ESRC IAA website; a summary of their initiative at the start of the project and a summary of 
their activities and impact at the end of the project; 

b) Award holders’ information and application will be shared with other ESRC IAA award 
holders and prospective applicants; 

c) All award holders and other colleagues associated with the project must be willing to 
participate in future capacity building events to share their experience and develop expertise; 

https://www.dur.ac.uk/esrciaa/
http://www.dur.ac.uk/esrciaa
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d) Award holders must keep the IAA Manager informed of any external events or activities 
being organised for the particular project in order to ensure the calendar of engagements is 
up to date and that full reporting is enabled; 

e) All projects must comply with the ESRC IAA reporting requirements and award holders must 
ensure appropriate probity in managing the finances and expenditure of awards; 

f) The ESRC IAA Director and/or the IAA Manager may request information from an award-
holder on their approved project at any time; 

g) The award is non-transferable; 
h) Any assets purchased with the award will remain property of Durham University unless pre-

approved by the Awards Panel;  
 

 
 

Appendix 1 // Assessment Criteria & Methodology 
 

 

 
Assessment Criteria 
 
1. All eligible proposals will be considered and assessed by the Awards Panel against the following 

criteria: 
 
Criterion 1 // Is the underpinning research (or proposed co-production of research) of the 
appropriate standard? I.e. is it academically rigorous in terms of its methodology, reach and 
significance?  
 
Criterion 2 // Are the proposal’s proposed activities deliverable within the timespan defined? 
 
Criterion 3 // Are the proposed societal and economic outcomes and outputs of the proposal 
realistic and appropriate? 
 
Criterion 4 // Does the proposal represent Value-for-Money in terms of the proposed outputs and 
outcomes it is anticipated will be generated? 
 
Criterion 5 // Will the proposal develop sustainable relationships with an external organisation 
(s) and/or community (s) and/or research-user(s) and/or practitioner(s)? 
 
Criterion 6 // Will the proposal leverage additional resources (both financial and non-financial) 
from an external organisation (s) and/or community (s) and/or research-user(s) and/or 
practitioner(s)? 
 
Criterion 7 // How closely does the proposal align and support Durham University’s ESRC IAA 
key performance targets/indicators? 
 
Criterion 8 // Will the proposal enhance the University’s research culture and environment and 
support its research strategy? 
 
Criterion 9 // Is all supporting paperwork included with the application for: 1. Letters of Support? 
2. Collaborative Partner/s details? 3. Ethics Approval confirmation? 
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Assessment Methodology 
 
2. Proposals are not anticipated to be able to meet all of the criteria listed in Paragraph 1, but the Awards 

Panel will be seeking to ensure applicants score positively against the core criteria that focus on the 
deliverability and effectiveness of proposals. 

 
3. The Awards Panel will adopt an open and expansive appetite for risk, innovation and entrepreneurship 

when considering proposals, in balance with the need for securing Value-for-Money. This approach is 
designed to encourage and support proposals that are novel in design and whose ultimate success is 
consequently more uncertain than more traditional and/or conventional impact and engagement 
projects. 

 

Appendix 2 // ESRC Disciplinary Remit 

 

 

Subject Topic(s) 

1. Demography and human geography 
 

a) Demography 
b) Human geography 

2. Development studies c) Area and development studies 

3. Economics d) Economics 

4. History e) Economic and social history 

5. Education f) Education 

6. Environmental planning g) Environmental planning 

7. Linguistics 
 

h) Applied linguistics 
i) Comput./corpus linguistics 
j) Phonetics 
k) Psycholinguistics 
l) Sociolinguistics 
m) Languages and linguistics 
n) Linguistics (general) 

8. Management and business studies o) Management and business studies 

9. Political science and international 
studies 

 

p) International studies and relations 
q) Political science 

10. Psychology r) Psychology 

11. Social anthropology s) Social anthropology 

12. Social policy t) Social policy 

13. Social work u) Social work 

14. Sociology 
 

v) Science and technology studies 
w) Sociology 

15. Law and legal studies x) Socio legal studies 

16. Tools, technologies and methods y) Social statistics, methods and computing 

 
 
 

Source 
 
http://www.esrc.ac.uk/funding-and-guidance/applicants/proposal-classifications-ESRC-disciplines.aspx 
(Accessed 31/07/2014)  
  

http://www.esrc.ac.uk/funding-and-guidance/applicants/proposal-classifications-ESRC-disciplines.aspx
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Appendix 3 // Key Performance Indicators of the IAA

 
There are Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) for the ESRC Impact Acceleration Account as a whole and 

also for the individual categories of activities supported by the Durham ESRC Societal & Economic Impact 

Acceleration Fund.  

Overall KPIs for the ESRC IAA (including the Fund) 

Workstream Outputs Outcomes  Impacts 

Durham 

ESRC 

Societal & 

Economic 

Impact 

Acceleration 

Fund 

 Number of projects 

and initiatives funded 

 Number of 

secondments and 

placements funded 

 Number of projects 

and initiatives funded 

that involve 

collaboration with 

non-academic 

partners. 

 Securing positive testimonials 

from collaborators on the 

impact generated from IAA-

funded activities. 

 Generating a number of high-

quality case study examples 

demonstrating the level and 

nature of the impacts achieved  

 Securing match-funding from 

non-academic partners for 

IAA-sponsored projects and 

initiatives. 

 Increased influence on 

policy development at 

regional, national and 

international levels 

 Shaping and influencing 

practice and activities 

among user-

communities 

 Contribute to wealth 

creation, social 

inclusion and civic 

engagement.  

North East 

ESRC 

Societal & 

Economic 

Impact 

Capacity-

Building 

Funding  

 Number of training 

events held 

 Number of 

researchers and PGR 

students attending 

and participating in 

capacity-building 

training events 

 High satisfaction rating from 

participants to training. 

 Increase in number of 

researchers participating in 

impact activities 

 Increase in number of 

engagements/KE events hosted 

 Enhanced capacity of 

staff and PGRs to 

undertake impact and 

KE activities. 

North East 

ESRC 

Societal & 

Economic 

Impact 

Accelerator 

Funding 

 Number of 

collaborative projects 

funded  

 

 Number of new partnerships 

between Durham and 

Newcastle social science 

researchers established 

 Increase in impact and KE 

activities of established 

partnerships 

 Development and 

strengthening of joint 

impact and KE activities 

between Durham and 

Newcastle. 

 Contribute to wealth 

creation, public policy, 

social inclusion and 

civic engagement. 

Communicati

ons & Events 
 Number of press 

releases, briefings and 

case studies 

published.  

 Number of IAA 

website hits. 

 Number of external 

participants at 

showcasing events. 

 Media coverage of IAA-

supported activities. 

 Raised internal and external 

awareness of the IAA and value 

of social science research. 

 

 Secure a high profile 

and awareness of the 

IAA. 
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Key Performance Indicators for the activities supported by the Durham ESRC Societal & Economic Impact Acceleration Fund  

Activity/Initiative Outputs Outcomes Impacts Evidenced By  

Secondments and 
Placements 
 

 Number of inward and outward 
secondments/placements 

 Value of cash or in-kind 
contributions from non-
academic partners 

 Number of joint publications 
with non-academic partners 

 

 Establishment of link between 
university and non-academic 
partners beyond secondment 

 Securing cash or in-kind 
contributions from non-
academic partners for IAA-
sponsored projects and 
initiatives 

 Increase in range of investors 
in university 

 

 Contribution to wealth 
creation, social inclusion 
and civic engagement 

 Increased influence on 
and/or change in policy 
development at regional, 
national and international 
levels 

 Increased influence on 
and/or change in practice 
and activities among user-
communities 

 Securing positive 
testimonials from 
collaborators on the impact 
generated from IAA-funded 
activities 

 Generating a number of 
high-quality case study 
examples demonstrating 
the level and nature of the 
impacts achieved 

Engagement and 
Exchange 

 Number of stakeholder and 
think-tank events, 
seminars/briefings/conferences 

 Number of incidences of 
engagement in public policy 
development 

 Number of internal and non-
academic participants at events 

 Number of feedback forms and 
surveys completed 

 

 Establishment of link between 
university and non-academic 
partners  

 Media coverage of IAA 
supported activities 

 Raised internal and non-
academic awareness of IAA 
and value of social science 
research 

 Contribution to wealth 
creation, social inclusion 
and civic engagement 

 Increased influence on 
and/or change in policy 
development at regional, 
national and international 
levels 

 Increased influence on 
and/or change in practice 
and activities among user-
communities 

 Securing positive 
testimonials from 
collaborators on the impact 
generated from IAA-funded 
activities 

 Generating a number of 
high-quality case study 
examples demonstrating 
the level and nature of the 
impacts achieved 

 Surveys and/or interview 
data capturing external 
views on impact of 
event/activity 

Co-Production and 
Participatory Action 
Research (PAR) 

 Number of examples of co-
production of research with non-
academic 
organisations/individuals 

 Establishment of link between 
university and non-academic 
partners  

 Securing cash or in-kind 

 Increased co-produced 
research 

 Contribution to wealth 
creation, social inclusion 

 Securing positive 
testimonials from 
collaborators on the impact 
generated from IAA-funded 
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 Number of examples of 
development of PAR activities 
with non-academic 
organisations/individuals 

 Value of cash or in-kind 
contributions from non-
academic partners 

 Number of joint publications 
with non-academic partners 

 Number of new partners 
participating in collaborative 
projects/proposals 

contributions from non-
academic partners for IAA-
sponsored projects and 
initiatives 

 Media coverage of IAA 
supported activities 

 

and civic engagement 

 Increased influence on 
and/or change in policy 
development at regional, 
national and international 
levels 

 Increased influence on 
and/or change in practice 
and activities among user-
communities 

 

activities 

 Generating a number of 
high- quality case study 
examples demonstrating 
the level and nature of the 
impacts achieved 

 Surveys and/or interview 
data capturing views on 
impact of event/activity 

Networks and 
Partnerships 

 Number of links created for 
knowledge exchange brokerage 
– matching researchers with 
research users  

 Number of examples of 
establishing networks with non-
academic organisations/ 
individuals  

 Number of examples of 
research-led engagement with 
communities and user groups 

 Number of new collaborative 
projects/proposals following 
engagement through IAA 
funding 

 Number of feedback forms and 
surveys completed 

 Establishment of link between 
university and non-academic 
partners  

 Media coverage of IAA 
supported activities 

 Raised internal and non-
academic awareness of IAA 
and value of social science 
research 

 

 Contribution to wealth 
creation, social inclusion 
and civic engagement 

 Increased influence on 
and/or change in policy 
development at regional, 
national and international 
levels 

 Increased influence on 
and/or change in practice 
and activities among user-
communities 

 

 Securing positive 
testimonials from 
collaborators on the impact 
generated from IAA-funded 
activities 

 Generating a number of 
high- quality case study 
examples demonstrating 
the level and nature of the 
impacts achieved 

 Surveys and/or interview 
data capturing external 
views on impact of 
event/activity 

 


